
Maximize and customize your comfort.
Personalize this fully adjustable, fully ergonomic task chair.

ELATE TASK CHAIR
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Shipping weights are listed on a per item basis and may vary based on quantities ordered.
*Ships UPS.
**Ships UPS with large package surcharge or additional handling fee.

ELATE TASK CHAIR
Elate Task Chairs are a stylish and ergonomic option for maximizing comfort at your office place or classroom. 
Featuring customization and adjustment options to provide optimal positioning, the task chair is tailored to 
each individual for hours of comfort. This intuitive office chair features a revolutionary weight-sensitive tilt 
mechanism, allowing it to sense each user’s body weight and recline accordingly. Adjust your task chair easily 
with six position backrest height options for optimal lumbar support, six position seat depth options, seven 
position armrest pads with forward and backward adjustment, and four position armrest pad adjustment from 
left to right. Chair frame includes arm rests and a 5-star base with five non-marring hard casters for gliding 
movement. Customize with our graded-in fabric program (COM also available on approval).

 ▪ Features multiple ergonomic customization options to suit each user.

 ▪ Intuitive weight sensitive tilt mechanism for easy reclining.

 ▪ Adjustable armrest for forward, back, and right to left positioning.

 ▪ Seat adjusts from 18" to 21"H.

 ▪ Adjust back rest for adequate lumbar support.

 ▪ 21° back tilting angle with three locking positions.

 ▪ Customize with our graded-in fabric program.

 ▪ SCS Indoor Advantage Gold Certified.

PART NO. ITEM DIMENSIONS SHIP WT.
56584-VX-XXXX Elate Task Chair 39.5" – 41.5"H x 24.3"W x 24.3"D 51 lbs

V I E W  M A T E R I A L  L I B R A R Y

The Elate Task Chair is customizable through 
our graded-in fabric program! COM available on 
approval. View our most up-to-date carded fabric 
offering online below:

https://www.moorecoinc.com
https://essentialsbymooreco.com
https://www.moorecoinc.com/materials-finishes/?_materials_finishes_categories=ace-momentum-grade-2%2Cbeeline-momentum-grade-2%2Ccanter-momentum-grade-2%2Ceon-momentum-grade-2%2Cexpo-momentum-grade-1%2Cfuse-momentum-grade-1%2Cknack-momentum-grade-2%2Csilica-momentum-grade-6%2Cvelocity-momentum-grade-3
https://moorecoinc.com/materials

